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Wikipedia:  

Valuable resource to get up-to-date information 

 

Available in many languages: 

English: ~ 3,000.000 entries 

German: ~1,500.000 entries 

French: ~  1,000.000 entries 

However, in smaller language-regions not as many 

entries. And for smaller regions  (due to concept of  

universal encyclopaedia) often few entries concerning  

that particular region. 
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Example 1: 

 

German language Wikipedia has some 1, 500.000 entries (a special  

Austrian Wikipedia does not exist). Out of those only about 30.000  

deal with Austria, some entries even give „wrong“ (=German  

situation) answers.  

 

Worse: Majority does not even deal with Germany, but with  

subjects from all of the world in all conceivable areas. 

Hence it became clear fairly early that  

(a) it would make sense to create a separate server for all Austriaca 

(b) It would be an opportunity to trie ideas beyond Wikipedia 

 

This turned into the Austria-Forum (more later) with today over  

250.000 Austria related documents: NOT a competition to Wikipedia, 

good collaboration (cross-linking), but also assuring independence of  

big brother Germany and USA. 
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Example 2: Wikipedia Server Serbia 

 

Currently ~ 150.000 entries, of course most NOT on Serbia,  

and often (as translation of English Wikipedia contributions)  

incomplete or potentially biased.  

Decision in Serbia: Set up Serbia-Forum for cultural heritage 

www.serbia-forum.org  

but leave all general issues to Wikipedia, concentrating on deep 

historial and cultural documents and books.    

 

http://www.serbia-forum.org/
http://www.serbia-forum.org/
http://www.serbia-forum.org/
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The majority of topics on the Serbian Wikipedia does not deal with 

Serbia (like the above) and is incomplete (links missing) as the red 

entries show. 
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Example 3: Slovenia 

 
There is no local chapter for a Slovenian Wikipedia, see 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Foundation#Local_chapters: 

I.e. under Slovenian Wikipedia you find contributions in Slovenian  

taken from English Wikipedia: „The Slovene Wikipedia (Slovenska  

Wikipedija) is the edition of Wikipedia in the Slovene language. It has  

been active since 26 February 2002. In July 2007, it has reached   

50,000 articles. As of May 2012, it has about 133,000 articles.“ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Foundation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slovene_language
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The Slovenian Wikipedia (Slovenska Wikipedija) 

http://sl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glavna_stran 

 

http://sl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glavna_stran
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Situation is similar in other small countries. I believe we need, in addition to potential  

Wikipedias, specialized regional servers with emphasis on local history, achievements, 

 features  of nature, personalities, cities and villages, culture, etc; concentrating on  

items that do not obsolete fast;  with new approaches to searching and preservation;  

General Encyclopedia 

Cities and villages 

Geographical features 

Flowers 

Animals 

Symbols 

Famous Persons 

Important Historic Facts 

. 

. 

(1) Information: Not one linearly ordered lexicographical collection, but structured 

into various collections. Searching can be restricted to one of the categories 

(essential for full-text search). Also other navigational paradigms. 

Various options 

for searching 

Hence we next discuss some typical features of regional servers  
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Some important points of regional servers 

(2)  Information should be integrated  

(= pulled together from various sources semi-automatically) 

Examples: 
 

Picture databases (how to merge two databases of pictures) 

CVs (how to merge two different CVs of same person) 

Linking of data (accross time and region) 

Ongoing research! Very important but very complex tasks  

(many research issues just in this area!) 
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Some important points of regional servers 

(3)  Information must be searchable by metadata and 

other  criteria.  

 

Next page shows: we are searching for someone  whose 

name we don‘t know, but we know he was  born in  

Vienna (Wien), was working in physics (Physik) and  

died in Italy (Italien). 

 

The one person fitting the description,  Ludwig 

Boltzmann, is indeed found. 
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(4) There is often no absolute truth. Hence many topics deserve 

presentations from various points of view, and various points in time 

(5) This makes it important that the source is always known: either 

name of author including CV, or the book  or archive it comes from! 

Example: When one reads about „Austria Brunnen“ one can 

immediately get information on the author with one click. 
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(7) Updating is dangerous: it destroys previous 

information and hence history. When e.g. an old building 

is „updated“ (renovated) one cannot experience what it 

was like earlier. The same is true of information: We 

believe in preservation of information, allowing „time-

travel“ by reading about e.g. Ljubjliana at various points 

in time. We show this on the next page with pictures taken 

of the main theater in Vienna in different years 

(6) Entries from Wikipedias are welcome but have to be 

shown as such, have to be dated, and will be shown with 

new entry every year, preserving the preceding one 
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Burgtheater Wien 

1900 

1965 

2000 
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(8) In electronic corpora there is no need to  

restrict length 

In „classical“ encyclopedias (including many new electronic ones) 

topics are  presented with a certain  number of characters, 

depending on the importance of the topic. 

 

We believe that for regional servers this need not be done. However, 

sometimes a topic has to be dealt with in more than one way: e.g.  

short, medium, full.  

Research question: How is semi-automatic extraction of shorter  

versions from longer ones (or semi automatic expansion of shorter 

texts) possible.  
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(9) Books are not just source of information but there must be a way 

to incorporate them book-like: Web Books. They behave like printed 

books but also offer some new functions: links, bookmarks, … 
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Clicking at book opens it. Then one can turn pages or jump to an 

arbitrary page. 
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This screen-shot shows some bookmarks. This icon allows to switch 

to ordinary font. Clicking at one page, only that one is shown and 

one can then zoom in (see next page) 



21 The enlarged picture. Note the field that allows full-text search! 

When choosing a  

single page it can  

be zoomed and moved  

around arbitrarily 
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Bookmark and Link creation (Note creation available also, soon) 
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Full view of Web Book with other features: 

 Click here to see page number and preview 

 Preview of all pages (single page or double page as shown) 
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Page from old 

book on a  

village Obdach. 

Clicking here 

gives panoramic 

view in our days 

(Next page) 
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Panoramic picture, zoomable and moveable 
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…or general information on the village today 
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Here is another example of what we consider particularly important: 

„time travel“: Current page of „Strudengau“ points to historic facts: 
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The link leads directly to the correct page in a historic book. In that 

book there are links to other places. 
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This appears on mouse-over and 

a click leads to the correct page 

of the last Austria-Hungarian 

24 volume encyclopaedia 

„Kronprinz Rudolf Werk“ 
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Summarizing: 

 

We have to preserve the past and the present of countries and regions, 

and continue to do so, so that people today know what was important in 

the region e.g. 20, 30, 100,… years ago, but also that in 2050 people will 

know about what the region was like in the past. 

 

This can only be done using modern SW technology and information 

from various sources, in conjunction with existing organisations, 

archives, museums, libraries and publishers, and by tying in a 

community. The task is particularly pressing in times of rapid change. 

Let me show you a few more examples and ideas typical for  

regional servers and taken from Austria-Forum 
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Publisher cooperate with 

the Web Book concept: 

Since Web Books can  

only be read online they 

have noted that Web  

Books are not competition 

but advertisement for the 

printed version. The book 

shown still sells well in 

shops although it can be 

freely browsed on the Web. 
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The feeling of reading a book is enhanced by showing page numbers 

 and graphically number of pages before and after current one 
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An attempt to print out 

a page of a book that 

is still for sale produces 

an order form or link to 

a shop! 

Hence offering a book 

as Web Book is not 

reducing sales but  

increasing sales, hence 

publishers cooperate. 

 

Also other models  

available. 
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Note that the „book-feeling“ 

is missing e.g. on kindle  

from Amazon, hence reading 

such kindle-books takes  

some getting used to! 
 

Overall: Regional Forums  

should  be easy to use, we 

believe as combination of 

Web pages or when  

presented as book then with 

the feeling of sort of a real  

book. 

KINDLE (as contrast) 
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Of course regional forums must also contain: Videoclips 

(Examples taken from regional server called austria-forum.org) 

Farmer‘s 

Market 

Famous  

person in 

1932 

Changing from horse-railway to motorized railway cars (1914) 
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Of course regional forums must also 

contain: 
 

Samples  of music 
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Of course regional forums must also contain: 
 

Zooming  of pictures  
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Regional forums must also provide: 
─ rooms for discussion / tying in of community  

─ blogs 

─ social networks 

─ notes for every contribution 

─ definition of groups and access rights 

Regional forums must also take care of: 

─ various platforms/ tablets (from iPad to Samsung tablet) 

─ access by Smartphone 

─ access by visually handicapped 

Regional forums must include other and new technolgy: 

─ maps 

─ animation / 3D models 

─ 3D screens when those are supported enough 
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Regional Forums will florish if:  

 

(a) Local organisations (museums, archives, libraries,…) participate 

 

(b) They are used as testbed for „information integration“,  

„information abstraction and extraction“,  for tools to show  

„information in context“  

 

(c) They can be tied into a network of regional servers helping each  

other with new algorithms, e.g. for (semi) automatic linking  

 

(d) They might be the first to demonstrate that a layer above semantic 

networks is necessary and possible 

 

(e) Some organisation (ministry? EU?) is willing to provide the  

necessary seed funding, or is seen part of general digitization drive.  
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Regional servers might be a test field for what I consider a grand 

vision: 

 

It is not enough to have meta-data associated with all information 

on the web: this does help to locate specific isntances of information 

but much more is needed:  

We require a new layer on top of the WWW, to be able to find 

„information in context“. 

 

Potential techniques:  

--- Attention capturing story telling 

--- Advanced knowledge maps 

--- New types of metadata 

--- ….  
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Thanks for your attention so far!  

Now possibly a live demo or a bit about history 

of WWW?  

Hermann Maurer 

 

Regional servers:  

www.austria-forum.org , www.serbia-forum.org 

 

A focus server: www.ae-info.org 

My contact parameters:  

hmaurer@iicm.edu and www.iicm.edu/maurer 

 

http://www.austria-forum.org/
http://www.austria-forum.org/
http://www.austria-forum.org/
http://www.serbia-forum.org/
http://www.serbia-forum.org/
http://www.serbia-forum.org/
http://www.ae-info.org/
http://www.ae-info.org/
http://www.ae-info.org/
mailto:hmaurer@iicm.edu
http://www.iicm.edu/maurer


Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

It all started with interactive Videotex in Europe. Idea: Use 

network of computers (servers) for information/services, get 

access via phone and modem. A „decoder“ connects to TV 

as display device, remote control  is input device. 



Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

Idea proposed by Sam Fedida,  British Telecom, in 1976 

under name PRESTEL (later generic name: interactive 

videotex) 



Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

Set of PRESTEL  

symbols: 

Text and graphics had to be done with just above symbols  

and 16 colours. 



Pre-WWW Activities  

in Central Europe 

(76-90) 

 

Start with simple 

mosaic graphics 

Surprising, how much  

was possible even  

with those very 

rudimentary means! 



Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

Main usage: 

--- Information (directories, news, time tables, events, 

     routes, ads,…) 

--- Ordering (tickets, books, groceries,…) 

--- Sending prefab or SMS like messages 

Big pluses: 

--- inexpensive 

--- micropayments 

--- search via menus (hierarchical) or links (numeric) 

--- laws concerning information provision 

--- no spam (sender and info-provider always known) 



Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

Some versions of PRESTEL used in most European and 

some other countries in the eighties 

Special or modified efforts in: 

Germany (emphasis: better graphics, but still „mosaic“) 

France (emphasis: alphabetic keyboard) 

Austria (emphasis: replace decoder between modem  

and TV by specialized programmable computer) 

Other countries: some pilots with PRESTEL type systems 

(e.g. USA, Australia), some with „facsimile graphics“ 

(Japan), some with vector graphics (Telidon in Canada,  

NAPLPS in US) 



Pre-WWW Activities Outside Europe (76-90) 

Japan with its „Captain“ 

system: facsimile (pixel) 

images because of writing! 
Canada‘s Telidon: The first 

system with vector graphics 



Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

Reasonable quality pictures built from „dynamically redefinable  

character sets“. Very high editing effort! Service starts in 1983,  

one million users 1996. Using different flashing frequences allowed 

 to even show animations.  

Germany tried to score with better graphics 



Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

Minitel was quite successful: 1996 

revenue generated exceeded 

revenue generated by the internet 

in the USA! May have delayed 

WWW in France! 

30% of French households  

(6 million people!) were using 

Minitel at some stage! 

Early integrated version 

of Minitel 

France bet on using alphabetic keyboard („Teletel“) and using it as 

Electronic phone book. Millions of „Minitels“ (with integrated  

given to customers free instead of printed telephone book!  

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bild:Minitel1.jpg


Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

In Austria: Maurer/ Posch  decided to develop as  

decoder a microcomputer „MUPID“. 

Advantages: 

--- full keyboard (messaging, discussion forums, etc.) 

--- programmable (Basic, Pascal) 

--- editors and all kinds of programs downloadable 

--- user data stored on server (like today‘s Web services) 

--- special command key for avoiding inadvertant paying  

     and loading of dangerous programs! 

--- mosaic, pixel and vector graphics! 

--- external storage devices optional; virus-safe without them! 



Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

 

Notice  

(a) Date: April 82 on screen 

(b) Blue Key for controlling 

micropayments and viruses 

50.000 MUPIDs produced in Austria 82-89 



Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

Networked X-mas greetings in 1986 



Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

Electronic networked encyclopaedia--- links via numbers!  

1P  

means: 

this 

page 

has  

a „page 

charge“ 

of  1 Pf. 

(1/2 cent) 



Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

Remote chess, synchronous or not, with chat, against  

computer if desired! Many simultaneous games possible. 



Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe(76-90) 

Multi-person game to explore planet AC in 1985:  

Its popularity caused the network to collapse! 



Pre-WWW Activities in Central Europe (76-90) 

Networked learning already available in 1986: 

500 hours of „COSTOC“ lessons using MUPID! 



Three parallel networked multimedia undertakings 

after Videotex 

1. Gopher Servers (Mark McCahill): 1991 

3. WWW Server (CERN): 1991 

…breakthrough and dominance due to Mosaic: 1993 

…foundation of W3C: October 1994 

…boom starting in 1994 

…Berners-Lee betrays founding group of WWW 

(like Robert Cailliau and others)  

2. Hyperwave developments (Graz): 1991, …. leading to  

first version of Austria-Forum („AEIOU“) in 1995.  

 


